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CYLINDERS
generally directly connected to the load

MOTORS
may be direct or connected to the load with a 
gearbox

HYDRAULIC AND PNEUMATIC ACTUATION 
(fast discussion)



The following values can be controlled
indipendently:
* POSITION;
* SPEED;
* FORCE

HYDRAULIC AND PNEUMATIC CONTROL

As a frist approximation the following relations 
can be defined:

* SPEED -> FLOW;
* POSITION -> FLOW OVER TIME; 
* FORCE -> PRESSURE

EACH VALUE CAN BE CONTROLLED WITH..



Generally control valve are on/off but
“proportional” control il possible with different
feedback options..









HYDRAULIC PROPORTIONAL VALVES
mechanical feedback between solenoid and valve spool

Ps: supply line (form hydraulic power unit);
T: return line (to hpu)
A,B: valve output to cylinder



HYDRAULIC SERVO VALVE
linear solenoid and linear sensor in line with the spool



“SERVOJET” VALVES
electrical feedback between solenoid and valve spool



pressure control servo valve
added pressure transducer on A output



POWER TRANSMISSION

Motion conversion



MOTION CONVERSION

Components used to implement a practical joint usually consist of an
actuator (motor) coupled to the physical joint by a mechanical
transmission

This transmission is used to :

• change of rotational direction

• change of axis

• torque multiplication (or reduction)

• speed reduction (or multiplication)



IDEAL GEARS

By the ideal gear train we mean a 
transmission composed of gears that are 
perfectly round, rotate on their true centers
and are also intertialess; the surface between
the gears is also frictionless thereby creating
no losses

Since the spacing between the teeth on 
each gear must be the same so that they 
mesh properly, the number of teeth on 
each gear is proportional to the radius of 
the gear.

Thus: 

N1/r1 = N2/r2

The work done by the torque acting 
through an angular displacement on one 
shaft is equal to the torque acting through 
the corresponding angular displacement 
of the other shaft; then:

T1θ1 = T2θ2

The arc length of the distance traveled by 
one gear must equal that of the other that 
is, the distance traveled along the surface 
of each gear is the same

r1θ1 = r2θ2



Since the two gear radii do not vary with time, if the previous equations are differentiated
with respect to time their relationship still holds but respect to θ·( angular velocity ω) or θ¨ 
(angular acceleration α)

Using this concept we have:

N1/N2 = r1/r2 = T1/T2 = θ2/θ1 = ω2/ω1 = α2/α1

If the torque on shaft 1 is known, we can compute the torque on shaft 2 by:

T2 = T1N2/N1

This particular relationship shows the speed reduction and torque
moltiplication property of a gear train

A commonly used definition is that of coupling ratio: a coupling ratio of 2:1 means that two
turn of the input shaft produce a single rotation of the output.



In “real world” every transmission has an overall efficency.

The transmission efficency is the ratio between the input and the output power.

ηt = Wout/Win = Tout / Tin

The gear train – like all kind of reduction gear boxes or equivalent systems (e.g. belt & 
pulleys) – is effective in reducing the reflected inertial and viscous loads that must be
accelerated by a motor or any other actuator. So: 

the actuator does not have to produce the high torque needed at the output

the actuator’s torque capability can be signficantly smaller than that for direct appl.



Practical considerations can place limits on gear type transmissions:

• Amount of torque vs teeth mechanical resistance

• Phisical size of gears (es. TR 1:100 -> output radius 100 times greater than the 

input) or multiple-pass gearing that increases the depth between input and output

• Opposite requirement i.e. need distance between input (actuator) and output



MOTION CONVERSION ROTARY TO ROTARY 

• Friction wheels

• Gear trains: spur, helical, bevel , worm  

• Gearboxes: harmonic drive, epicyclic gears, cyclo

• Belt & pulleys

• Chain & spockets



Friction wheels

Wheel A radius = rA
Wheel B radius = rB

Speed at contact point is the 
same for both the wheels

vA = wA*rA = wB*rB = vB

wA/wB = rB/rA

Trasmission ratio = rB/rA

Wheels must be radially loaded
against each other. Slipping may

occur if radial load is too low

Wheel A
Wheel B

ATTENTION:

Ftmax< Fn*(friction
coefficient)

Hence:

Tamax=Ftmax*Ra

Tbmax=Ftmax*Rb



GEAR TRAIN

A gear is the coupling of two toothed wheels
designed to transmit torque.

A couple of gears is called GEAR PAIR
generally several gear pairs are connected in 
series to increase the total reduction ratio

this is called GEAR TRAIN
each set of gears of the series is called STAGE



Spur gears

The most common type of gear wheel, spur
gears, are flat and have teeth projecting
radially and in the plane of the wheel.

The teeth of these "straight-cut gears" are 
cut so that the leading edges are parallel to
the line of the axis of rotation. These gears
can only mesh correctly if they are fitted to
parallel axles.



Spur gears

m = D/Z

D = pitch diameter

Z = number of teeth

m = modulus

Direction of contact forces



Helical gears

Helical gears offer a refinement over spur gears. 
The teeth are cut at an angle, allowing for more 
gradual, hence smoother meshing between gear
wheels.

PRO:

-Smoother meshing

-Less noisy

-Higher torques transmitted

CONS:

-More difficult to machine

-Axial load
Small gear rotated in the picture!
(axis are parallel)



Helical gears

Effect of helix angle on gear design

direction of contact forces direction of contact forces



Double helical gears

First used by Citroen, double 
helical gears neutralize the 
effects of axial thrust.

Two opposite helical gears are 
coupled to form a single wheel
whose resultant axial thrust is
null

(..look at citroen brand..)



Bevel gears

Bevel gear is a conically shaped

gear that allows for various angle 
between the wheels. The axes of 
the wheels must cross each other in 
a point

PROS:

-Operating angle can be different

CONS:

-One wheel of such gear is designed 
to work with it's complementary 
wheel and no other

-Must be rather precisely mounted

-The axes must be capable to
support significant forces

Bevel gear teeth can also be helical
shaped



Conical pair (straight)

Conical pair (hypoid)



Worm gears
A worm gear is a gear in which a 
wheel resembles a screw, with
parallel helical teeth, while the other
is like a normal spur wheel. The 
worm gear can achieve a higher
gear ratio than spur gears of a 
comparable size.

PROS:

-High transmission ratio

CONS:

-Low efficiency (can be an
advantage in some cases: NON 
backdrivable)



Epicyclic gearing

Epicyclic gearing or planetary gearing is a gear system that consists of one or 
more outer gears, or planet gears, rotating about a central, or sun gear.

Outer gears meshes with an outer internal geared wheel

Willis formula allow to 
calculate reduction ratio for 
an epicyclic gearbox:

Nin/Nout = (w_out –
w_arm)/(w_in – w_arm)



Epicyclic gearing application: planetary gears

Planetary gears are very common in precision mechanics.

The annulus is fixed to the frame of the gearbox. The reduction ratio is:

I = (z_annulus+z_sun) / z_sun



Fauhaber range.. (small)



Look how increasing
the number of “stages” 
the reduction ratio increases
but the efficency drecreases



Alpha range.. (big)



Planetary gearbox

PRO:

Higher forces if compared to simple gear train same size (several gears in parallel

dividing the torque);

Can be really precise (nearly zero backlash);

Can be really small (faulhaber range..);

High efficency

CONS:

Generally expensive

For high reduction ratio several “stages” must be connected in series and 
efficency lowers



Harmonc drive



Harmonc drive – woking principle

The flexspline equivalent lenght is smaller than the outer circular spline -> 
it has fewer teeth

The wave generator keeps the flex spline in an elliptical shape with teeth
engaging across the major axis of the ellipse

Each turn of the Wave Generator moves the Flexspline two teeth anti-
clockwise relative to the Circular Spline. 



Harmonc drive – range
( nb:HD was patented solution till few years ago)



Harmonc drive – overview

Pros:

-Good precision

-Zero backlash

-High reduction ratio in single 
stage

-lightweight

Cons:

-High cost

-Low efficiency



Cyclo type gearboxes – working principle

The input shaft rotates the eccentric roller

The roller actuates the cycloidal wheel which
couples with an outer ring

For each rotation of the input axis the wheel
counter rotate of one lobe



Cyclo gearboxes

Pros:

-Good efficiency

-High overload capacity (500%)

-High transmission ratio (up to 50 per stage)

-Zero backlash range available

-Industrial std backlash range available

Cons:

-Heavier than HD (but bigger ranges availables)



Other brands
developed solutions
similar to Cyclo in 
the past as SPINEA, 

NABTESCO



(fine ! )


